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FROM YOUR DACM

W

arm greetings to all! In early August, I completed a month-long leadership
course at the Federal Executive Institute (FEI), where I was part of the
“Leadership for a Democratic Society” (LDS) cohort. Anchored in leadership
theory, the program afforded me various opportunities to network with and learn
from other leaders from across the Department of Defense (DoD) as well as the
federal government. Some of the exciting training activities centered on strengthening
self-awareness and introspection through experiential learning. It was an incredible
professional development opportunity and I consider myself fortunate to have
participated.
An overarching goal of the LDS is to build participants’ confidence in the application
of leadership skills that, over time, leads to skilled leader performance. One concept
discussed was the role of a clear communications plan as integral to change
management. As with many organizations, there are major changes afoot for the 4th
Estate Defense acquisition community, some of which include organizational streamlining and restructuring,
Defense Acquisition Talent Management System (DATMS) enhancements, and a workforce accreditation
structure culture shift.

greetings

DoD’s mission continues to evolve. For example, a recent restructuring initiative combined the
National Background Investigations Bureau (NBIB) and Defense Security Services to form the Defense
Counterintelligence and Security Agency. This transferred the responsibility for conducting background
investigations from the Office of Personnel Management to the DoD. The NBIB workforce brings
extensive federal acquisition experience and perspectives that my team will leverage to make the
workforce’s transition into DoD as seamless as possible.
In response to agency workforce demands, we have initiated DATMS enhancements to streamline and
automate the user experience and adopted an adaptive acquisition strategy to address current and
future business requirements as they arise.

My office is working closely with the Defense Acquisition University (DAU) to take a hard look at current
methods and practices to deliver certification training and how that process might be streamlined
without sacrificing the ultimate goal – a well-trained acquisition workforce. A parallel initiative is
considering alternate paths to certification, where, for example, workforce members earn credentials at
points of need in their career.

These are just a few of the ways that the 4th Estate DACM team continues to work jointly with our
customers, build cohesion by focusing on collective strengths, and accomplish common goals together.
During FEI, a prevalent theme was change
management. Every day in DoD acquisition brings
new opportunities and our willingness to embrace
change forces us to adapt, think smarter not harder,
and teaches us how to be flexible and resilient.

As we close our checkbooks and head into a new
fiscal year, my team and I are optimistic about what
FY20 has in store. We plan to host another “Leaders
Building Leaders” event and Acquisition Workforce
Career Management Summit, field new DATMS
capabilities to address workforce needs, partner
with DAU on credentialing efforts, and provide more
than 1,000 developmental opportunities through
our Leadership and Talent Management Portfolio.
Consistent with previous newsletters, we strive to be
collaborative, adaptive and responsive and are open
to your feedback.

Scott Bauer
4th Estate DACM
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Talent Management
2020 LEADERSHIP AND TALENT MANAGEMENT PORTFOLIO

-For details, refer to the Nomination Package catalog:
https://4edacm.dau.edu/assets/4th_Estate_DACM_Leadership_and_Talent_Management_Portfolio_2020.pdf

T

he 2018 National Defense Strategy (NDS) makes
clear that the Department of Defense (DoD) faces
a competitive environment. Excelling in that
environment demands agile leaders and strong teams.
The DoD Acquisition Workforce Strategic Plan (FY2016FY2021) hones in on the importance of cultivating
workforce talent and improving quality and workforce
professionalism. The Portfolio includes options for
individuals to develop their technical, functional, and
soft skills under the umbrella of leveraging essential
leadership qualities.
Our 2020 offerings are composed of two options:
Supervisor-endorsed nomination packages; and Selfregistration courses through the Defense Acquisition
Talent Management Service (DATMS). Details about
the self-registration courses through DATMS will be
forthcoming in the January-March 2020 timeframe.

The catalog for this year’s nomination program/courses
contains something new. The courses/programs
are grouped into three categories: Intermediate
Developmental Opportunities (IDO), Senior Developmental
Opportunities (SDO), and Certification Preparation
Opportunities (CPO). Each course/program falls under
at least one of those categories. The intent is to address
different degrees of essential leadership qualities:
competence, value, and relationships to help acquisition
workforce leaders choose the most appropriate offering
for their current role.

While the catalog includes the details, here is a list of
the FY20 nomination program/courses along with their
associated category:
Intermediate Developmental Opportunities (IDO)

• Office of Personnel Management Leadership Education
and Development Certificate Program
• UPDATED! University of Tennessee 4th Estate
Executive Development Course
• Naval Postgraduate School Master of Science in Contract
Management
• Leadership Excellence for Acquisition Professionals
Program
• Harvard Leadership Communication Course
Senior Developmental Opportunities (SDO)
• NEW! Harvard Building Organizational Cultures: A
Framework for Leaders
• NEW! Harvard Data-Driven Decision Making for
Managers
• Office of Personnel Management Leadership Education
and Development Certificate Program
• University of Virginia Darden School of Business Insights
into Industry Management Course
• University of North Carolina Understanding the
Government-Industry Relationship in Acquisition and
Sustainment Course
• Excellence in Government Fellows Program
• Senior Service College Fellowship Program
• NEW! Senior Executive Service Core Qualifications
Writing Workshop
Certification Preparation Opportunities (CPO)
• Security+ Certification Preparation Program
• Certified Information systems Security Professional
Certification Preparation Program
• Project Management Professional Exam Preparation
Boot Camp
Due to the competitive nature of the selection process,
timely submissions are critical. All applicants must comply
with their respective agency’s process for submitting
nomination packages. Nominees interested in more than
one course or program should include a priority ranking of
their preferences in their package. All supervisor-endorsed
nomination packages are due by 25 October 2019, to Ms.
Hina Munir, Talent Management Lead, at hina.munir@dau.
edu.
ONE MONTH LEFT!
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DEFENSE SENIOR LEADER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM:
4TH ESTATE PARTICIPATION

DCPAS

D

eveloped by the Defense Civilian Personnel Advisory Service (DCPAS), the Defense Senior Leader Development
Program (DSLDP) is an elite civilian leader development program for Department of Defense career civilians at
the GS-14 through GS-15 (or equivalent) grade levels. The program offers a competency-based approach to the
deliberate development of senior civilian leaders with the enterprise-wide perspective needed to lead organizations and
programs to achieve results in the joint, interagency, and multi-national environments.
More than 100 Senior Executive Service (SES) leaders from across the 4th Estate and Components support the DSLDP
each year as selection board members, executive advisors, and structured interview panelists. Currently, there are 40
executives from the 4th Estate supporting DSLDP cohorts 2018 and 2019. Ms. Anita Blair, Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Civilian Personnel Policy, signed out a request for executive support on 26 July 2019. DCPAS is constantly
looking for SES participation from the 4th Estate acquisition community for their selection panels and to act as coaches
and mentors.

2017
Six members from the
4th Estate graduated
on April 12th

2018
Three members
from the 4th Estate
recently completed
their Master’s Degree
program at their
assigned Senior Service
School. They are starting
their Experiential
Assignments and will be
attending Seminar 2 in
Southbridge, MA from
18-23 August.

2019
Four members from
the 4th Estate attended
Orientation In January,
Seminar 1 in February/
March, and have
completed the Defense
Strategy Foundation
Course. Currently,
they are starting their
assigned Senior Service
Schools.

2020
Of the ten 4th Estate
quotes, we received six
application packages
that will all be sent
to the DoD DSLDP
Selection Board this fall.

2021
The call for
nominations for
Cohort 2021 goes
out in December.
Be on the lookout!

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE ACCULTURATION COURSE
-For additional details, refer to https://www.apps.cpms.osd.mil/cpmstraining/app/training.aspx and
https://www.dcpas.osd.mil/CTD

H

ave you recently been hired as a Department of Defense (DOD) civilian and are looking for information about
DoD? If so, you might be interested in a new DoD course, DoD Acculturation, being developed by the Defense
Civilian Personnel Advisory Service’s Leadership, Learning and Development Division, designed to introduce the
Department’s mission, culture, and interactions with Components, Defense Agencies, Combatant Commands, and other
federal agencies. It is an ideal course for those new to the Department, those who have been around for a while but
want to learn more, and for non-DoD employees and contractors.

The purpose of this introductory level course is to:
• Provide practical information that will integrate DoD leaders’ identity and commitment to the Department’s mission
including DoD organizational structure, strategic plans, policies and directives
• Address the unique DoD mission and interface within the total workforce (military, civilian, and contractor) to meet
joint mission requirements
• Increase understanding of the DoD culture, that is, the Department’s values, beliefs, and attitudes that distinguish
DoD from other Federal agencies
• Introduce attendees to the DoD enterprise-wide perspective and gain an understanding of the integration required by
DoD and other federal agencies to accomplish national security mission requirements
• Gain an appreciation of public service within DoD
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HUMAN CAPITAL INITIATIVES PROGRAMS

Human Capital Initiatives

T

he Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment (OUSD(A&S)) Human Capital
Initiatives (HCI) team executes Department of Defense-wide acquisition workforce governance, strategies,
policies and talent management initiatives to equip a highly-qualified workforce of professionals in acquiring and
delivering world-class warfighting capabilities to the warfighter. As part of that mission, they provide programs designed
to create a high quality, high-performing, agile defense acquisition workforce. Two of their programs are listed below:

DOD COLLEGE ACQUISITION INTERNSHIP PROGRAM: SAVE THE DATE
-After visiting https://www.dcaip2020.com/, enter your name and e-mail to view program information.
The DoD College Acquisition Internship Program is a paid, 10-week summer internship that provides students with
real-world exposure to DoD acquisition workforce career opportunities.
The program targets fulltime second and third year
students currently enrolled
in an undergraduate
program at an accredited
college or university.
Interns receive hands-on,
practical experience in
analysis, research, report
writing, oral briefings, policy
development, program
analysis, and computer
applications. The DCAIP 2020
application cycle closes 1
October 2019 and interviews
will be conducted throughout
the first quarter of FY20.

PUBLIC-PRIVATE TALENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
-For additional details, refer to https://www.hci.mil/PPTE.html
The Department of Defense (DoD) launched the pilot of the Public-Private Talent Exchange (PPTE). The six month
acquisition exchange enables DoD and private sector participants to gain a better understanding of each other’s
business operations and to share innovative best practices. The exchange program targets high-performing, mid-career
civilians with demonstrated leadership potential.
At the mid-way point, three months into the program, the 2019 participants provided feedback including how quickly
they became engaged as part of the cohort team, appreciation for the exposure to new business cultures, operations,
and challenges, and growing awareness of the different decision-making approaches each participant uses.
The 2020 Program is focused on increasing private sector and small business participation. Matching is currently
underway for the more than 40 participants who have been identified along with the ten private sector companies and
ten DoD Components that are participating. The next cohort of exchange participants will commence January 2020.
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Common
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Cycle
M
WHAT’S COMING: NEW COMMON CL CYCLE

any acquisition workforce managers requested
a common continuous learning (CL) cycle for all
acquisition workforce members, which will begin
1 January 2020: 1 January 2020 – 31 December 2021. The
common CL cycle has been discussed at several meetings
and was coordinated and approved by your Component
Acquisition Executive (CAE) or Acquisition Workforce
(AWF) leads. Some benefits of a common CL cycle include:
ease of tracking all AWF members on one cycle; new
hires aligned to same cycle with proration methodology;
minimize help desk questions regarding CL cycle start/end
dates; and metric reporting at end of cycle encompasses
entire 4th Estate AWF.
Most employees will have a truncated CL cycle that will
end 31 December 2019. Based on their current CL cycle
status and their CL cycle start date, AWF members should
use the chart below to identify how many CLPs they will
be required to earn by 31 December 2019. The 4th Estate
DACM team will continue to work with your acquisition
workforce managers to make this transition as smooth as
possible.

Transitioning Current Workforce Members to the
Common CL Period
There are many ways to earn CL points including: DAUbased training, functional training, educational activities,
leadership training, workshop and conference attendance,
etc. For details, refer to https://www.dau.edu/training/
clc/p/Point-Credit

Frequently Asked Questions
How can I determine the number of CLPs to earn in the
truncated CL cycle that ends 31 December 2019? AWF
members with a “Current” CL Status should located their
CL Period (Cycle) start date in their Acquisition Career Brief
and use the table in the infographic above to determine
their CLP requirements. NOTE: If your CL Status is “Not
Current”, 80 CLPs will be required to become current.
Will there be an Achievement Certificate for the truncated
CL cycle? Yes. Can I carry over extra CLPs I earn during my
CL cycle into the new common CL cycle? No. The policy has
not changed. CLPs must be assigned to the CL cycle that
contains the end date of the CL event.

COMMON CONTINUOUS LEARNING (CL) CYCLE
Beginning 1 January 2020, a common CL cycle:

1

2

3

4

LOGIN

NAVIGATE

Login to DATMS (https://www.atrrs.army.mil/DATMS)

Navigate to My Career | Other | My Acquisition Career Brief

VIEW

CHECK

Scroll to the Continuous Learning section
and see if you are Current or Not Current

Current? Use your Current CL Period (Cycle) Start Date to
determine how many TOTAL CL Points you must earn
Not Current? You must earn a TOTAL of 80 CLPs
Current CL Status CL Cycle Start Date Equates to CL Start Date Range Total CLPs Required

Continuous Learning
CL Status: Current
Points Achieved: 0.00
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1 JANUARY 2020 - 31 DECEMBER 2021

Current CL Period: 7/21/2019 - 7/20/2021
Points Needed: 80.00

Current

24>months>=18

January 2018 - June 2018

60

Current

18>months>=12

July 2018 - December 2018

40

Current

12>months>=6

January 2019 - June 2019

20

Current

6>months>=0

July 2019 - December 2019

0

Not Met

n/a

n/a

80
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COMING SOON! CREDENTIALING
-Adapted for the 4th Estate newsletter from https://www.dau.edu/News/Do-You-Have-the-Skills

T

he Defense Acquisition University (DAU) is rolling out
a specialized credential program that will provide
a way to build skills within the Defense Acquisition
Workforce to improve their job performance. In addition
to professional learning experiences and course work, the
program will provide an opportunity to verify one’s ability
to apply the learning to a specific role and/or function.
Acquisition professionals interested in investing in their
careers will have an opportunity to self-select credentials
relevant to their current position, even if those credentials
are outside the recommended career field path.
Beginning October, 2019, the initial pilot program
will include credentials in three subject areas: agile
methodology, digital engineering, and acquisition of
services. Acquisition workforce members who work in
these areas will be able to ensure they have the most
up-to-date knowledge through the highly rigorous,
specialized approach that should help them obtain a more
focused education that continues to serve their needs,
even as their job responsibilities change. A total of eight
credentials are planned for FY20, including cybersecurity.

Credentials are a response to workforce feedback. The
workforce wants learning that is closer to the moment
of need and offers more than just knowledge. Each
credential program will include a series of courses with
a comprehensive assessment. This is extremely useful
not only for employees in a new job who need build skills
quickly, but also for existing workforce members who
must add skills as their job needs evolve.
Because acquisition professionals will choose the skill
path most relevant to their current position, the credential
programs content will serve current needs rather than
“could be” needs. By offering learning in smaller, more jobspecific credentials, the acquisition workforce will be able
to more effectively comply with the Defense Acquisition
Workforce Improvement Act (DAWIA).
By evolving beyond the current three-level certification
framework toward a more lean set of core learning,
complemented by one or more specialty credentials,
workforce members will be better prepared to perform
their responsibilities and more quickly obtain additional
training needed with changing position requirements.

ACQUISITION: A FREE PUPPY
-Created by Alvin T. Lee, Professor of Systems Acquisition Management, Defense Acquisition University

T

here are a number
of acquisition topics
that may be hard
to understand, especially
if they are explained in
“regulation-ese.” Usually, the
ideas behind the topics are
relatively easy to understand;
it’s the details that can be
difficult to grasp.
This video is an attempt to
illustrate basic acquisition
ideas in an easy to
understand, entertaining way.
Enjoy!
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LEVELING UP HOW WE TEACH

-Adapted for 4th Estate newsletter from article https://www.dau.edu/News/Leveling-Up-How-We-Teach- originally authored by
Kendell Pennington

hen people think of digital gaming, perhaps
the last thing that crosses their minds is digital
gaming specifically for the acquisition workforce.
A graduate of the University of Central Florida with a PhD
in Modeling and Simulation, Dr. Alicia Sanchez produces
games that are both educational and exciting (she hopes)
for the acquisition workforce. During her 13 years with
DAU, Dr. Sanchez has produced about 60 games for
acquisition modules and courses ranging from budgeting
to engineering.

Because of the continuous evolution of games and DAU’s
curriculum, Sanchez works hard to ensure every game she
produces maintains a fresh, up-to-date design. The games
Sanchez produces share a ubiquitous 2D design and what
she describes as a sort of 50s style. Each game’s concept
varies in play style, depending on the course, ranging from
multiple choice to action. And that’s just the beginning.
After a game is completed, it is distributed for pilot tests
among students, so that any bugs or what Sanchez
referred to as “gaps of competency” can be addressed
before final production.

Sanchez hopes to eventually build a fully-stocked team
that includes programmers, artists and designers. “It is
our desire to start a lab, if you will, here that focuses on
different types of innovation. We have nicknamed it the
REBEL Lab to represent our understanding to do things
differently,” Sanchez said. The acronym, which sounds
vaguely reminiscent of something out of a Star Wars
movie, stands for: Research, Evaluation, Breakthrough
Experiential Learning. “We understand that as the
acquisition community evolves—not just in their desire
to learn but in their need to be able to do things really
differently all the time, because of so much change—that
the concept of providing experiences that aren’t always in
video games becomes more important.”
Games have strangely sort of always been a backbone for
how we should be teaching when it comes to providing
the context of providing people memorable, transferable,
applicable experiences.

The games we focus on here are focused on providing the
practice, the anchoring, the different context, the ability to
transfer and apply the critical thinking and cognitive skills
from the game into whatever application there could be.
When asked what has changed in gaming over the years,
Sanchez spoke of the platforms hosting them and what
they offer. It is not that people are less tolerant of content
now than decades ago, but rather how it is delivered. The
way we learn has not changed, she surmised. She noted
the continual evolution of technology, which subsequently
allows those within the gaming industry to consistently
provide meaningful content.
“They really are learning more,” Sanchez said about the
students who have played her games. “And differently.”

NEW LEARNING: WEB ACCESSIBILITY

W

hen developing training materials, keeping accessibility in mind is important. The following webinar will
provide useful information:

7 November, 2:00 p.m. EST: Designing Accessible Cyber Learning: Recommendations & Lessons Learned. This
webinar will share recommendations for how cyber learning researchers can address accessibility issues in their
research and how instructors and designers can employee accessible technology and pedagogy in their practice.
[https://go.3playmedia.com/wbn-11-07-2019-cyberlearning?utm_source=olc]
If you are unable to attend, most webinars are recorded and registered participants will receive a link to both the
recording and slide deck.
9
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TEDx DAU – 12 JUNE 2019
-Adapted for the 4th Estate Newsletter

A

TEDx event is a local gathering where live TEDlike talks and performances are shared with
the community. TEDx events are fully planned
and coordinated independently, on a community-bycommunity basis. TEDxDAU was an independently
organized TEDx event conducted by the Defense
Acquisition University (DAU) with three goals:
1. Empower the workforce and ignite their passion
for innovation by bringing together DoD innovation
ecosystem key players to share their experiences and
ideas
2. Respond to workforce concerns about lack of risk
taking and inspiration by curating a research-based,
day-long learning experience using culture change,
innovator DNA, and adult learning research-based
activities along with the recognizable TED platform
3. Reveal DAU as the innovative, forward thinking, and
trusted partner to both the workforce and the Office
of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) in conjunction with
broader culture change and branding initiatives
The TEDxDAU was held in June and featured inspirational
stories and experiences that shaped both the storytellers
and the world around them. The independentlycoordinated TED event centered on a “Decisive Edge”
theme. The National Defense Strategy (NDS) lays out a
critical imperative: we must out-think, out-maneuver,
out-partner, and out-innovate our adversaries. To do this,
we are going to need to think differently, act differently,
and focus intently on giving our warfighters the “Decisive
edge.”
In order to provide a true TED-like experience that
resonated with members of the military, Department of
Defense, and other government agencies, TEDxDAU was
organized around the common themes of Transform,
Disrupt, and Lead.

To do this, we are going to need to
think differently, act differently,
and focus intently on giving our
warfighters the “decisive edge.”

10

Transform
• Sean Heritage powerfully explained that by fostering
creativity, meaningfulness and permeability, we can
change culture and drive for the decisive edge at the
Department of Defense (DoD).
• Ryan Fitzgerald delivered a passionate message
inspiring us to be bold, be brave and make a change to
reach our individual and collective “Decisive Edge.”
• Dr. Wilson Rosa reminded us how, nearly 50 years ago,
Apollo 11 implemented agile methodology to put a man
on the moon and expertly demystified cost-estimation
using agile in the acquisition process.
• Josh Smith presented impactful examples from the
Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Lab and persuasively
highlighted the benefits of fostering and harnessing
collective curiosity to build new solutions to old DoD
problems.
Disrupt
• Colonel Jen Sovada persuasively underscored the
importance of harnessing the complementing power
of human skills and machine skills to drive the DoD's
“Decisive Edge.”
• Adam Furtado persuasively discussed, through Kessell
Run experiences, how the acquisition community must
shift focus from articulating the right requirements to
delivering the right outcomes for the warfighter.
• Captain Michael Kanaan discussed the imperative of
making computer languages required languages at the
DoD so the workforce can harness AI to outperform our
adversaries.
• Brad Halsey delivered an impassioned talk on how to
close the gap between the way we train and the way we
fight by leveraging the same urgency the warfighter feels
to build actionable solutions.
Lead
• Ben McMartin passionately delivered three relatable and
memorable tips to mobilize the DoD's "Frozen Middle"
and change culture towards the DoD decisive edge.
• Chief Master Sergeant Ian Eishen shared
entrepreneurship success stories from the Air Force and
posited the opportunity to train airmen as "Enlistedpreneurs" to drive the DoD's Decisive Edge.
• Captain Martha LaGuardia Kotite shared her story
and background on three other women leaders in the
military which will inspire us to empower others to lead
so we can all achieve the “Decisive Edge.”
• General Brogan highlighted how exercising personal
courage, critical thinking, and risk-taking made the
difference when delivering Mine-Resistant Ambush
Protected (MRAP) vehicles in theater that resulted in
saving warfighters’ lives.
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Harvard

HARVARD EXTENSION SCHOOL:
LEADERSHIP COMMUNICATION COURSE

F

ive 4th Estate Acquisition Workforce members
recently attended the Harvard Extension School’s
Leadership Communication course, one of the
4th Estate DACM Leadership and Talent Management
portfolio opportunities. This course deals with many
practical areas of verbal communication, such as giving
speeches, preparing an organized outline, persuading an
audience, using humor and narratives, dealing with hostile
audiences, handling nerves, non-verbal communication
cues, and listening.
Harvard University faculty members foot-stomped the
importance of understanding non-verbal cues. Role
playing scenarios demonstrated how hand gestures,
posture, voice pitch, and speaking pace, can help or hinder
the overall message. The instructors provided strategies
to balance verbal and non-verbal communication to avoid
distractors and maximize the narrative. While many of
the topics are common sense, stepping back enhances
our awareness of shortfalls and actions to deepen our
communications skills.

The instructors encouraged attendees to remember four
principles of communication:
• Who are you talking to? Tailor your message to your
audience
• Strive for maximum impact. Every communication has
a goal, e.g., inform, persuade, build rapport, etc.
• Organize, i.e. if I am communicating with my boss, I
want to know if he/she prefers a big picture view or a
step-by-step description of the process; is the audience
hostile?; remember #1 – Who are you talking to?
• Respond to Listener Feedback. Know the audience
before giving a presentation. The instructor noted that
every argument should have some logic and some
emotion and also stated that we are hard-wired to
read non-verbal cues that sometimes are stronger than
verbal feedback.
Additional topics included the 5:1 ratio of positive to
critical feedback, the bottom line up front (BLUF) approach
when presenting information to senior leaders, and
the importance of empathy and developing collegial
relationships because “everyone has a story.”

NEW HARVARD COURSES FOR 2020!

HARVARD DATA-DRIVEN
DECISION MAKING FOR
MANAGERS

11

HARVARD BUILDING
ORGANIZATIONAL
CULTURES: A
FRAMEWORK FOR
LEADERS
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LBL

2019 LEADERS BUILDING LEADERS EVENT:
FEEDBACK, MENTORING & COACHING
-Second session presented at the 4th Estate LBL event by Chris Muncy

T

here are a variety of leadership interventions
available in today’s business environment. Feedback,
mentoring and coaching are all separate but
linked practices that fall into the intervention realm. The
presenter, Chris Muncy, provided some background and
detail on these different intervention types at the 4th
Estate DACM’s April 2019 “Leaders Building Leaders” event
drawing comparisons and contrasts between the differing
approaches.
“Feedback is an ongoing process of quick communication
bites to allow for course correction and calibration of
behavior over time,” said Muncy. Feedback also happens
to be the one intervention that underpins mentoring and
coaching as well. He detailed a number of reasons why we
may avoid giving (or wanting to receive!) feedback:
• Takes time
• Not sure (or too sure) how recipient will respond
• Uncomfortable for everyone
• Fear of little or no impact
So what can be done to make the process of sharing
feedback easier? Muncy highlighted a number of factors
and related behaviors to keep in mind when engaging
others in meaningful feedback:
• Situation: Be specific. Avoid saying “always” or “never”
and don’t exaggerate!
• Behavior: Stick to what YOU observed (not
assumptions) and keep it simple.
• Impact: Share the
impact that YOU as the
sharer of feedback felt.
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In transitioning to a discussion of mentoring, he also
mentioned that TRUST is the foundation of positive
relationships and sound organizational structure as well
as the top ingredient in successful mentoring. “Mentoring
is as much about listening to your mentee as it is gently
directing them,” said Muncy. “One of the best ways that we
can lead is by listening.”
Coaching is another approach to facilitate learning, help
identify and make good choices, and expand options for
action. “But there is a key difference between coaches
and mentors,” said Muncy, “in that mentors are capable
of passing along knowledge and expertise in the mentee’s
discipline, but coaches may not have that background.”
Depending on the situation and the type of direction
needed, however, coaches can be as effective as mentors.
He concluded that the overall process of engaging in
feedback, mentoring and coaching provides an effective
bridge between short-term performance and long-term
development. “These behaviors help us better understand
not only our own agenda, but how our agenda relates
to and impacts the agenda of those with whom we are
providing feedback or mentoring,” said Muncy. “It also
moves us from ‘telling’ – where we may be focused too
much or solely on our agenda – to a place of ‘asking,’
where we better understand the needs and wants of
those around us.”
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Training Gaps

ADDRESSING 4TH ESTATE LEADERSHIP TRAINING GAPS

T

he 4th Estate, composed of more than 30 civilian
defense agencies/field activities, performs functions
critical to military services. Defense acquisition
involves the purchase of weapons and other systems,
supplies, or services to satisfy DoD needs and support
military missions. The acquisition lifecycle ranges from an
initial idea to design, production, and even the disposal of
an item or service that is no longer needed.
What Does the 4th Estate Director, Acquisition
Management (DACM) Office Do?
The 4th Estate DACM office invests in the career
development of more than 28,000 civilian acquisition
workforce members. Its strategic priorities include
oversight and execution of statutory training, professional
credentialing, continuous learning and career
development for acquisition workforce members across
14 career fields. Specific core functions include
liaising between agencies, the Office of the
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition
and Sustainment, and other departmental
entities; managing a centralized Leadership
and Talent Management Portfolio; ensuring Title 10 USC
Ch. 87 Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act
(DAWIA) compliance; executing the Defense Acquisition
Workforce Development Fund (DAWDF); ensuring data
accuracy and integrity to better inform agency decisions;
and providing automated career management functions.
Identify Mid-Level Leadership Training Gaps
In alignment with the 2018 National Defense Strategy's
(NDS) aim to cultivate workforce talent, a strategic focus
of the 4th Estate DACM office is the development of
competent leaders. The de-centralized nature of the 4th
Estate community and its inherent diversity provided the
4th Estate team with an excellent opportunity to pulse the
needs of the majority – five agencies represent more than
89% of the 4th Estate Acquisition Workforce – and those of
the other 20+ agencies about leadership training gaps.

Such an organizational structure necessitates
the need to shift the focus from the primary/
majority users and consider the needs of
organizations normally under-represented at
training events that can inspire an entirely new
direction. Those "extreme users" at the edges of the
bell curve help us capture innovation and interesting
behaviors and perspectives.
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The extremes represent those who rarely participate in
training events and those who always attend. By going to
the extremes, that is, pulsing those on the far reaches of
our community, we were able to gain a holistic view of the
gaps within current leadership training opportunities.
As a result, the 4th Estate DACM team established our
first inter-agency event – “Leaders Building Leaders”
(LBL) – promoting synergy, cross-pollination, and
networking opportunities. Each day kicked off with guest/
motivational speakers that bookended Department
of Defense acquisition keynote speakers, specifically
chosen to highlight current acquisition initiatives and
their leadership journeys. Each participant also selected
a core leadership course. The selected course, including
its assessments, helped participants to understand their
behavior drivers, to appreciate differences, and to develop
emotional intelligence. LBL events also included breakout
sessions providing participants with opportunities to
enhance their leadership skillsets.
The logistics of ensuring participants were matched
to their preferred choices for breakout sessions from
among the more than 1,000 possible combinations was
complex. However, through diligent analysis, more than
90% of the participants attended at least two of their top
three breakout session choices! In post-event surveys,
participants highlighted the value of working with expert
practitioners, colleagues, and other aspiring leaders
as a significant component of their overall participant
satisfaction level, which has averaged 4.9 in a 5 point scale
over the two events. Nearly 300 Acquisition Workforce
members, representing 12 acquisition career fields have
participated in an LBL event.
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Additionally, LBL events help transition the acquisition
workforce to a culture of performance that includes
well-trained and agile leaders who act in the best interest
of the mission. The collaborative spirit of the 4th Estate
DACM and the defense agencies/field activities ensure the
continuation of leadership opportunities and exemplify
their continued efforts to support the NDS’s goal to
cultivate workforce talent.
Cultivate Acquisition Workforce Talent
The “Leaders Building Leaders” (LBL) event is a prime
example of promoting acquisition workforce talent.
By developing leaders to first understand and lead
themselves, then supervise and lead others, and,
ultimately, lead organizations, this “purple” effort fosters
both inter- and intra-organizational collaboration.
A primary LBL goal was to ensure that at least 50%
of conference participants were from the mid-career
category as defined by GS 9-13 or NH II/III grade levels and
within the 30-49 age bracket. Approximately 63% and 75%
of the August 2018 and April 2019 events, respectively,
were from the middle grade categories and
65% of the April participants were within
the 30-49 age range. A detailed analysis of
survey feedback provides clear evidence
that mid-level career workforce members
are better positioned to make thoughtful,
technical assessments based on an
increased understanding of how individual
talents contribute to group cohesion, which can lead to
successful and timely acquisition decisions.
Moreover, the extremely favorable comments on Return
on Investment (ROI) and applicability to improving
leadership performance with actionable plans to improve
leadership practices were significant. Reaching back
to participants of the inaugural August 2018 event, we
received feedback such as:
Having conducted an honest self-assessment of my leadership
skillset as I prepared to lead a high-visibility source selection,
I registered for the LBL because I wanted to strengthen my
ability to incorporate individual talents to create a cohesive
group, which is mission critical to a successful source
selection. The Influence Style Indicator (ISI) assessment was a
game changer with regards to gaining a better understanding
of how I influence others. The assessment led me to set
my personal differences aside, stick to the facts, and make
thoughtful technical assessments of each proposal. Using a
united approach with improved communications, our source
selection team was able to discuss their individual evaluations
and reach team consensus in a collaborative environment.
Swift decision-making led to a contract award before the end
of the fiscal year averting the loss of expiring funds.
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Another LBL goal was to build 4th
Estate DACM brand awareness. By
leveraging different social media
platforms, data analysis revealed a
significant uptick in the number of
4th Estate social media followers,
specifically a 25% increase from
April 10-18, which corresponds
to the April event, an increase
that has been maintained in
subsequent months. Additionally,
of the posts that have received more than 1K views and
been shared since January 1, 2019, 58% were LBL topics,
videos, and commentaries. Specific reported benefits
included active, ongoing mentor relationships; extensive,
inter-organizational communication; and increased
agency/field activity collaboration. While not easy to
quantitatively measure, the force multipliers of “purple”
efforts as exemplified by the cross-pollination of the
LBL events across the 4th Estate and service acquisition
communities have provided intangible value. These efforts
also support the inter-agency/service communication to
cultivate mid-career level acquisition workforce talent.
The 4th Estate DACM team will continue to work handin-hand with all of its agencies and field activities to
identify future needs to control, coordinate, consolidate
and streamline acquisition workforce management
processes in alignment with its mandate to ensure DAWIA
compliance. For more 4th Estate Leadership nuggets,
check us out on FB (@doddacm).

“A detailed analysis of survey
feedback provides clear evidence
that mid-level career
workforce members are
better positioned to make
thoughtful, technical
assessments based on an
increased understanding of how
individual talents contribute to group
cohesion”
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LEADERS BUILDING LEADERS:
SPEED NETWORKING TESTIMONIALS

A

popular breakout session during the 4th Estate Leaders Building Leaders
events has been “Speed Networking.” During the session, participants
have the opportunity to speak with acquisition executives about their
acquisition careers. The acquisition executives prepare in advance for each
10-minute session by reading through each participant’s response to several
leadership questions. What follows are some participant testimonials
provided at the end of the breakout session.
What I really valued was the acknowledgement of the importance of
knowing oneself as critical in becoming a better mentor and leader.
Over the years, I have worked with many management, technical, and
leadership mentors. As I think back, they were always people who
knew themselves and were able to guide me even more because of
that.
-Anu Pugalia, DCMA
I will take away two pieces of advice. The first, is to make
sure that I give everyone I meet my complete attention. In
my current role, I want to ensure I treat everyone equally –
my peers, my chain of command. The second is about the
importance of accepting all opportunities to meet with and
work with all kinds of people. Mr. James recommended rolling
up one’s sleeves and joining in because someday you might
meet up with someone again in a different capacity. Having
established that rapport early on can make all the difference
in getting the job done. So, in short, people and connections
are both extremely important.
-Adam Polite, Army DACM Office

When I ask myself, what do I remember about “speed
networking,” I have a quick response. It’s the “Five F’s”! It is all
about balancing life as best you can and what better way than to
remember those Five F’s – fitness, family, finance, fun, and friends
-- particularly when you get to a point where everything just gets thrown
up in the air and you just have to balance everything as best you can.
-Dana Smith, DCMA
As a millennial, I sometimes feel left behind because there is such a big knowledge gap
between my generation and other generations. My mentor addressed those concerns frankly and
honestly. He said that DOD leadership is working actively to recruit, train, and retain individuals from
my generation. At the same time, they are also working with leadership to share their knowledge and
expertise – not only at the government level but at the industry-level as well with programs like the
Public Private Exchange Program, where government employees get experience in the private sector
and then come back better able to be effective because of having an understanding of how industry
works.
-Brandon White, DCMA
What I learned was the importance of taking the time to ask ourselves, “Where do you want to go?”
“What do you want to do?” I thought I knew the answers but now I will really take some time to think
more deeply about that response. And, maybe like Mr. James and Ms. Harper, I will discover that
after 3-5 years, I will have done most of what I wanted to do.
-Elizabeth Feliciano, DCMA
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By the Numbers

4TH ESTATE ACQUISITION WORKFORCE:
BY THE NUMBERS

O

ver the last several newsletter editions, we have
highlighted 4th Estate Agencies – by the numbers.
In the Winter, the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA)
was featured, followed by the Missile Defense Agency
(MDA) in the Spring. The statistics below apply to the total
total 4th Estate – all 32 agencies/field activities.
Did You Know?
The top five career fields are Contracting – CON (8,252);
Production, Quality, and Manufacturing – PQM (5,622);
Auditing – AUD (4,008); Lifecycle Logistics – LCL (3,497);
and Engineering – ENG (2,176), which all together
comprise 82% of the total 4th Estate Acquisition
Workforce!
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Did you also know that as of 1 October 2019, the
Contracting career field certification standards will
change? In his memorandum dated 6 June 2019, Mr. Kim
Herrington, Acting Principal Director, Defense Pricing and
Contracting, detailed several changes – details of which
can be found in the “Message from the DACM Quota
Manager” in this newsletter.
What Does This Mean?
If Contracting is your career field and your Certification
Due Date is around the corner, ensure your Individual
Development Plan (IDP) and/or training plan are updated
to include these new requirements.
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DATMS
O
DEFENSE ACQUISITION TALENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
UPDATES

n average, Defense Acquisition Talent Management
System (DATMS) releases occur every two months.
Changes and suggestions come from Agency
Quota and Travel Managers, Agency Administrators, and
users. Once a suggestion is made, we log it into a backlog
of change requests. Some are smaller, for example, add
the date a workforce member began ACQ 101 into the
Certification Training Status Report (CTSR). Others are
larger, for example, add a new element to the Dashboard
so that Supervisors, after receiving a system-generated
notification, will have a direct link to their Employees’
requests. Of course, with more than 30 agencies and
field activities, there are many good requests made. To
rack and stack them, the DACM Team and its contractor
meet on a bi-weekly basis to discuss prioritization, clarify
language, request more information, and, finally, schedule
items for each upcoming release.

Once a release occurs, Release
Notes, targeted to the Employee and
Administrators, are uploaded to the
DATMS Support section. We thought
this edition might be a good time
to review a few of the changes that
have been implemented over the last
several months.
Release 2.5.1 (24 March 2019)
(Role: Administrator) Select “User Management” | “View
Training History” to display a list of pending and processed
training applications.
• (Role: Employee) When an Employee receives a
reservation in a course, DATMS will systematically
disapprove any other pending applications for the
same courses. BEST PRACTICE: As an Employee, apply for
several offerings of the same courses, particularly when
the course is a certification requirement.
• (Role: Administrator) Final Approval Authorities (FAA) can
attach documents to an Employee’s certification request.
RATIONALE: This functionality improves the workflow,
particularly if there are multiple approval authorities
who must review and sign the same document as part of
the processing workflow.
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• (Role: Administrator) Two filters have been added:
“Must be Cost Effective” and “Must Meet Prerequisites”
to filter the list of possible candidates that displays for
Training Managers/Quota Managers, which improves
the overall processing time.
• (Role: Administrator) Final Approval Authorities
(FAA) can attach a document to an Acquisition Corps
request. RATIONALE: This functionality improves the
workflow, particularly if there are multiple approval
authorities who must review and sign the same
document as part of the processing workflow.
Release 2.5.2 (10 June 2019)
• (Role: Employee) Zip code verification for work and
home addresses is now performed when a user’s
profile is updated, which helps to detect abnormally
long commutes. BEST PRACTICE: As a user, accurate
work and home addresses aid in determining Cost
Effective Locations (CEL) when applying for training.
Remember to update your profile when personal
changes occur, for example, new email, new home
address, new supervisor, etc.
• (Role: Employee) Reminders are sent to Employees 30
days before a class Start Date if DATMS detects the
Employee has not yet used the Line of Approval (LOA)
for the class. RATIONALE: As an Employee, remember
to process your travel orders in a timely fashion. Most
agencies have internal workflows that may add 1-2
weeks to the overall process. As a reminder, the DATMS
Dashboard will display the LOA for your upcoming
training-related travel.
• (Role: Administrator) The “Last Updated” column was
added to the Training Request Queue. RATIONALE:
This functionality improves the transparency of the
workflow, making it easier for approval authorities to
see what and when an action was taken on a request.
• (Role: Administrator) The Schedule with Fill Report
includes the ability to include sub-quota source
allocations when reviewing class seat availability.
• (Role: Administrator) The “Processed Applications”
tab will include training completions not submitted
through DATMS as well as in-process Online Training
(OLT) registrations. REMINDER: It may take 24-48 hours
for an OLT registration or completion to display in
DATMS.
• (Role: Administrator) The Certification Training
Status Report has been modified to include a second
spreadsheet tab that details the status of employees’
training requirements.
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Quota
Manager
O
FROM THE 4TH ESTATE DACM QUOTA MANAGER

n 6 June, 2019, Mr. Kim Herrington, Acting Principal
Director, Defense Pricing and Contracting, signed
a memorandum entitled: “Fiscal Year 2020 Annual
Certification – Contracting, Purchasing, and Industrial and
Contract Property Management Acquisition Career Fields”.
In the memorandum, he validated the currency of the
acquisition-related competencies currently maintained
by the Defense Acquisition University (DAU) as approved
and reflective of the knowledge and skills required to
be successful in the subject acquisition career fields and
included specific Contracting certification changes, which
will take effect 1 October 2019.

• For CON Level II certification, "Functional
Training identified at Level I must have been
completed."
• For CON Level III certification, "Functional
Training identified at Level II must have been
completed."
• CON 270 "Intermediate Cost and Price
Analysis" will no longer be required for Level II
certification and will become a unique position
training standard for Contract Price and/or
Cost Analysts or related title.
• CON 370 "Advanced Cost and Price Analysis"
will be added as a Unique Position Training
Standard for Contract Price and/or Cost
Analysts or related title.
• CLC 056, "Analyzing Contract Costs" will be
required for Level I Certification and will
be removed from the Level II certification
standards.
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Additional certification changes include:

• FY19 Test & Evaluation Certification changes took
effect 1 Jul 2019. Changes annotated in the certification
guide on the iCatalog, http://icatalog.dau.mil/
onlinecatalog/CareerLvl.aspx?lvl=2&cfld=13
• CLE 085 (STAT in T&E) was added as a certification
requirement for Level II.
• CLE 029 (Testing in a Joint Environment) was
removed as a certification for Level II and moved to
the Core Plus Development Guide.
• FY20 Test and Evaluation Certification changes will
take effect 1 Oct 2019:
• For Level III T&E Certification, in addition to the
existing requirements, employees must complete
ACQ 101/202/203, TST 102/204, CLE 035, CLE 085,
CLE 301.
• For Level III T&E Certification, CLE 002, “Introduction
to T&E of Autonomous Systems” is added as a new
requirement.
• The experience requirement for T&E Level III
certified was modified FROM “Four Years of T&E
Experience” TO “Four years of Technical Experience
in a T&E position. One year of acquisition
experience or equivalent demonstrated proficiency
may be counted toward T&E experience.”
*Additional Notes
CLV 016 “Introduction to Earned Value Management” will
be removed as a certification requirement for Level III and
moved to Core Plus training.
CLM 016 “Cost Estimating” will be removed as a
certification requirement for Level II and moved to Core
Plus training.
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Quota Manager

FROM THE 4TH ESTATE DACM QUOTA MANAGER (CONTINUED)

DAU Course Prerequisite Changes

• ACQ 452 - Forging Stakeholder Relationships: ACQ 450
was removed as a required prerequisite for ACQ 452,
https://icatalog.dau.edu/onlinecatalog/courses.aspx?crs_
id=142.
• ACQ 453 - Leader as Coach: ACQ 450 and ACQ 452
were removed as required prerequisites for ACQ 453,
https://icatalog.dau.edu/onlinecatalog/courses.aspx?crs_
id=1715.
• BCF 250 - Applied Software Cost Estimating: BCF 250
prerequisites are updated as follows, https://icatalog.
dau.edu/onlinecatalog/courses.aspx?crs_id=2106:
• BCF 131, Applied Cost Analysis
• ACQ 203, Intermediate Systems Acquisition Part B
• CLB 026, Forecasting Techniques
• CLE 076, Introduction to Agile Software Acquisition
or ISA 101, Basic Information Systems Acquisition
• CON 280 - Source Selection and Administration of
Service Contracts & CON 290 - Contract Administration
and Negotiation Techniques in a Supply Environment:
CON 170 will be a required prerequisite for CON 280
and CON 290, effective 1 October 2019. Below are the
required prerequisites for CON 280 and CON 290:
• ACQ 101, Fundamentals of Systems Acquisition
Management
• CLC 051, Managing Government Property in the
Possession of Contractors
• CLC 056, Analyzing Contract Costs
• CON 200, Business Decisions for Contracting
• CON 216, Legal Considerations in Contracting
• CON 170, Fundamentals of Cost and Price Analysis
(REQUIRED for FY20 Offerings)
• CON 270, Intermediate Cost and Price Analysis
(NOT required for FY20 Offerings)
• HBS 428, Negotiating
• CON 320 - Advanced Indirect Cost Analysis: Please
be advised that the prerequisites for CON 320 have
been removed; Certification in Contracting at Level II
as well as the completion of CMC 130 and CON 170
are recommended prior to registering for this course,
https://icatalog.dau.edu/onlinecatalog/courses.aspx?crs_
id=12177.
• PMT 401 - Program Manager's Course: PMT 360 has
been removed as a required prerequisite for PMT 401.
The prerequisite to attend PMT401 was and continues
to be Level III certification. There is still a requirement
for attendees from other career fields to be Level III
certified and have 4 years of experience in a program
office or directly support a PMO, https://icatalog.dau.
edu/onlinecatalog/courses.aspx?crs_id=85.
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• PQM 201B - Intermediate Production, Quality, and
Manufacturing, Part B: CLC 024 & LOG 204 were
removed as required prerequisites for PQM 201B.
The courses are strongly recommended but are not
required, https://icatalog.dau.edu/onlinecatalog/
courses.aspx?crs_id=64.
Upcoming Student Pilot
LOG 201: Product Support Strategy Development,
Part B – Virtual Pilot Offering: DAU will conduct a pilot
offering LOG 201 Virtual Instructor-Led offering with the
class date of 23 - 27 September 2019. The pilot offering
will be loaded as LOG 201, Class 951. It will not be
available for registration through DATMS. DAU will contact
students who are currently scheduled for LOG 201 to see
if they would like to participate in this pilot class, which will
be conducted online versus face-to-face.
New DAU Courses
The following course will soon be deployed and available
for registration.
• LOG 105: Fundamentals of System Sustainment
Management. This is a new Online Training (OLT)
certification course that will replace LOG 102. It provides
a broad overview of the life cycle logistician during the
sustainment phase.

NEW DAU COURSE ID NOMENCLATURE
DAU is transitioning to a new course ID nomenclature
where it will consist of 3 alpha characters followed
by 4 numeric digits. The new agile acquisition course,
ACQ 1700, is the first course to deploy under this new
construct.
The change to 4 numeric digits will occur as new courses
are launched and updates are made to existing courses
going forward. For example, ACQ 101 is undergoing
some significant changes to the content and structure
of the course that are expected in the near term. Once
the updated ACQ 101 course is released it will have the
course ID of ACQ 1010, thereby retaining the base number
and simply adding a single digit at the end. When and if
it again undergoes another significant update it will be
labeled as ACQ 1011. This new 4 numeric digit structure
will preserve the core number of the course and allow for
historical linkage back to the original course as the course
evolves due to substantive changes.
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Travel Manager

FROM THE 4TH ESTATE DACM TRAVEL MANAGER

T

he end of the fiscal year is literally around the corner! Thank you to everyone who worked so diligently and quickly
to complete and finalize obligations. My team and I very much appreciated the quick responses. It was truly a
team effort. Thanks to your hard work, we were able to obligate 99.6% of our total travel funds. Well done!

TOP TRAVEL TIPS
1. DTS Website and DTMO Website - https://dtsproweb.
defensetravel.osd.mil/dts-app/pubsite/all/view/ &
https://www.defensetravel.dod.mil/
2. The location on the orders should reflect the official
TDY location. If the hotel is in a nearby city, the orders
should still reflect the official TDY location.
3. Mileage should always reflect start and end dates. DTS
defaults to the end date and documents often have
two entries with the end date rather than one with the
start date and one with the end date.
4. Economy parking at the airport must always be used.
If taxi to and from the airport is cheaper than driving
POV and claiming parking, taxi should be used or
reimbursement will be limited to the amount of round
trip taxi.
5. When making reservations in DTS, airfare shows up
automatically in the reservation. When booking by
calling Carlson, airfare must be entered under “Travel
– Other Transportation”. Always fax complete orders
with reservations through DTS or Carlson to Carlson at
866-947-2413. When manually entering a Commercial
Travel Office (CTO) fee in DTS, the expense will be
entered on the Other Transportation screen in the
Travel module.
6. When the traveler has a Government travel card,
it must be used for airfare, lodging, rental car, gas,
and other appropriate TDY expenses. The PER
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DIEM Accounting Code should be used for all these
expenses. The AIR Accounting Code is only used
when the Centrally Billed Account is used for airfare
(because the traveler doesn’t have a travel card). The
LOCAL Accounting Code is only used for Local Claims.
7. Only select Actual Lodging (under Expenses - Per Diem
Entitlements) when lodging is more than the Per Diem
rate.
8. Receipts: are required for airfare, baggage, parking,
gas, CTO fee, taxi, lodging, rental car (compact is the
standard authorization; anything larger needs to be
justified). All receipts need to show a zero balance
due or a credit for the amount being claimed. Lodging
receipts need to show the break-out for each day
(lodging and lodging taxes). Rental car receipts need
to show the size of the car rented. eInvoice is required
for airfare. The eInvoice can be accessed at www.
cwtsatotravel.com. Receipts must be faxed or scanned
into the voucher in DTS (either next to each expense
or in the Substantiating Records section). Please make
sure that the receipts are in your name; they cannot
be in your spouse’s name.
9. To check the status of a document in DTS, view the
document and go to Review/Sign - Digital Signature.
This shows you the Pending Routing Actions (what
needs to happen) and the Document History (what has
happened).
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Help Desk

FROM THE DATMS HELP DESK

T

he top five (5) questions directed to the DATMS (https://www.atrrs.army.mil/DATMS) Help Desk during the past
several months were the following – along with the responses:

1. How do I register for my DAU training? – Login to DATMS with your CAC. Navigate to “My Career” | “Apply for
Training.” Browse for or enter the name/Course ID of the course you want to register for and follow the instructions.
NOTE: If your selection is an online course, you will be re-directed to DAU’s Cornerstone application to register.
2. How do I obtain a copy of my DAWIA certification? – Login to DATMS with your CAC. Navigate to “My Career”
| “My Certification Requests.” Click the icon for the Certificate you wish to view/print. NOTE: If you do not have a
CAC or are unable to access DATMS, email 4thEstateDACM@dau.edu for additional help in obtaining a copy of your
certification.
3. How do I update my DATMS profile? – Login to DATMS with your CAC. Navigate to the person icon located at the
top right of the screen and click it. In the profile, locate the fields to be updated, enter the updates and click the
“Update Information” button.
4. How do I view my CLPs? – Login to DATMS with your CAC. Navigate to “My Career” | “My Point Requests” and click
the “Overview” link in the Details column of the CL Period you wish to view. Alternatively, Login to DATMS with your
CAC. Navigate to “My Career” | “My Acquisition Career Brief” and scroll down to view both your “DAU Completions”
and “Other Events”.
5. How do I request a Line of Accounting (LOA) for my travel? – Students traveling for DAU training do not need
to request a Line of Accounting (LOA). Through a series of agency approvals, eligible individuals will automatically
receive their LOAs once they are within 30 days of their class Start Date. Agency Quota Managers identify eligibility
for centralized funds at the time of application approval. Once a class is within 60 days of the Start Date, those
eligible applications will automatically go to the Agency’s Travel Manager for review and approval to receive an LOA.
These approved applications then go to the 4th Estate Travel Manager to be issued an LOA once the class is within
30 days of the Start Date. NOTE: As a helpful reminder, the DATMS Dashboard will display the LOA you should use when
preparing travel orders in DTS.

FROM CORNERSTONE (CSOD)

S

ince Cornerstone on Demand (CSOD) was deployed
August, 2018, many course prerequisite(s) were
removed as requirements. However, they originally
displayed on the iCatalog under the Prerequisite(s)
header as “Recommended” but were not enforced
during registration. To minimize confusion, the Defense
Acquisition University (DAU) moved all recommended
prerequisite(s) to the Notes section of the Concept
Card for online training courses (OLT). To coincide with
the Concept Card change, DAU also eliminated the
“Recommended” from the consolidated prerequisite
listing available at https://myclass.dau.edu/bbcswebdav/
institution/z_PORTAL_RESOURCES/iCatalog%20and%20
SIS%20Web%20FIles/Course%20Prerequisites/Course%20
Prerequisite%20Matrix.pdf.

What does this mean for workforce members taking DAU
OLTs? The assignment of CLPs to some OLT courses will
change. DAU learned that for many OLT courses, the time
students are actually taking to complete a course is less
than the points that have been assigned, particularly for
the longer OLT courses tied to certification.
New CL point assignments will begin 1 October 2019
(FY20).

Change in CL Points for DAU Online Training (OLT)
With the implementation of the new DAU Learning
Management System (LMS), CSOD, we have a more
accurate assessment of the average time it takes to
complete an OLT course. The new LMS accurately tracks a
student’s time devoted to the learning content in an OLT
course rather than the old method of manually capturing
time from student graduates based on the pilot offerings.
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DEFENSE ACQUISITION AWARD NOMINEES
On behalf of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment (USD(A&S)), the Human Capital Initiatives
(HCI) office facilitates the Defense Acquisition Workforce Awards Ceremony to recognize the best of the best across the
entire Defense Acquisition Workforce. The period of performance for these awards was 1 July 2018 to 30 June 2019.
This year’s 4th Estate nominees, who were endorsed by their agency’s Component Acquisition Executive (CAE) and will
compete against the military service and combatant command nominees, include:
Software Innovation Team Award
Software is a crucial and growing part of weapons systems. This award recognizes those who epitomize innovation and
use of best practices in software development and acquisition as evidenced by frequent and high quality delivery of
software capability into the hands of warfighters.
NOMINEE

NOMINEE

MISSILE DEFENSE AGENCY

OUSD
RESEARCH & ENGINEERING

Defense Acquisition Workforce Development Innovation Awards
These awards highlight exceptional outside-the-box thinking and progress in tackling workforce development
challenges.
LARGE ORGANIZATION NOMINEE

LARGE ORGANIZATION NOMINEE

NATIONAL SECURITY
AGENCY

DEFENSE CONTRACT
AUDIT AGENCY

MISSILE DEFENSE AGENCY

Defense Acquisition Workforce Individual Achievement Awards
These awards recognize individuals in each of the 19 acquisition functional disciplines.
MS. JESSICA OLIVER

MR. JOHN T. POHLMAN

MR. DAVID M. LYDON

DEFENSE LOGISTICS
AGENCY

NATIONAL SECURITY
AGENCY

MAJOR STEVEN B. BROOKS

MAJOR ANWAR L. JOHNSON

NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE
ORGANIZATION

NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE
ORGANIZATION

DEFENSE CONTRACT
AUDIT AGENCY
MR. MICHAEL “MIKE” D. SARCHET

NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE
ORGANIZATION

MS. SARA PEACOCK

DEFENSE THREAT
REDUCTION AGENCY
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SMALL ORGANIZATION NOMINEE

MR. TARUN GUPTA

MISSILE DEFENSE AGENCY
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CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

Awards

Richard Ginman Contingency Contracting Officer Excellence Award
In 2013, the Defense Procurement and Acquisition Policy (DPAP) office first implemented the “Richard ‘Dick’ Ginman
Contingency Contracting Officer Excellence Award.” This award reflects the Department's appreciation for the great
work done by the Contingency Contracting Community, while singling out an individual Contingency Contracting Officer
(CCO) for special recognition. Each of you are encouraged to nominate a deserving individual who has served as a CCO
during fiscal year 2019, please submit your nomination package by December 13, 2019. [For more details, refer to this
edition’s Resource section.]
2019 Pricing and Contracting Legends Award
The 2019 Pricing and Contracting Legends Award recognizes leaders from all levels within the DoD pricing and
contracting community who have trained, mentored, and demonstrated passion for their profession. Each Component
is encouraged to identify and nominate a single deserving employee for this award. Nominations are due by November
15, 2019. [For more details, refer to this edition’s Resource section.]

DATA LITERACY PROJECT AWARD: DAU PERFORMANCE AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

-Adapted for the 4th Estate Newsletter from https://gcn.com/articles/2019/08/26/government-innovation-awards-2019.aspx
written by Troy K. Schneider and https://governmentinnovationawards.com/events/2019/home.aspx
Recent winners of the 2019 Government Innovation Awards make clear that amazing things are happening at all
levels of the public sector, including everything from AI-powered mission enablers to cloud-based re-invention to
cybersecurity workforce development. This year’s awards covered three different categories:
1. Public Sector Innovations: Transformative tech-driven initiatives in federal, state, and local government
2. Industry Innovators: Companies advancing the technologies critical to tomorrow’s government
3. Rising Stars: Outstanding early-career leaders in both government and industry

Within the Public Sector Innovations category, the Performance and Resource Management (PRM)’s “Empowering
People Through Data Literacy” was one of the winners for their Qlik Business Intelligence Capability tool, specifically
how the tool has enhanced the Enterprise’s access to real-time data. PRM’s project will be profiled in more details this
fall and honored in person at the 7 November Government Innovation Awards dinner. Congratulations!

TRANSITIONING FROM DAU.MIL TO DAU.EDU

T

he Defense Acquisition
University (DAU) is in the
process of transitioning from
DAU.mil to DAU.edu. This has been
accomplished in a two-phased
approach – first with email and then
with the websites. Emails sent to
DAU.mil addresses will still reach
their intended recipients; however,
the reply will come from XXXX@
dau.edu. The redirect (a short
3-second splash page) is also in
place for DAU.mil websites, which
now direct you to the relevant dau.
edu location. In both cases, the
redirect will not be in place forever,
so please make sure to update your
bookmarks!
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GETTING TO KNOW THE DAU ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
-Adapted for the 4th Estate newsletter from www.dauaa.org

T

he Defense Acquisition University Alumni Association
(DAUAA) is a national, non-profit association that
provides continuing professional growth within the
defense acquisition community and promotes the Defense
Acquisition University’s (DAU) reputation as a world-class
acquisition learning center. Always on the search for new
members, graduates of any DAU-sponsored course are
eligible to become a regular member; non-graduates
who are in a defense acquisition position in government
or industry can also join as an associate members; and
current/past DAU commandants/presidents and others
designated by the Board of Directors can join in the
capacity of Honorary Member.
As a member, you will receive a number of benefits
including: early notifications of annual DAU Symposiums
and bi-monthly hot topic training forums; access to
the DAUAA LinkedIn group; access to scholarship
opportunities; and training course discounts from
DAUAA partners. Recently, the DAUAA supported DAU’s

indepently-organized TED event and its Capital Area
Chapter supported the second annual 4th Estate DACM
“Leaders Building Leaders” event and DAU’s Day of Cyber.
Did You Know?
• New DAUAA board members have been elected. The
updated Board of Directors can be found on the DAUAA
website from the resources page
• Defense Acquisition Professional Reading Program: DAU
maintains a professional reading program that can be
found at https://www.dau.edu/library/professionalreading-program/.
• There is a DAUAA LinkedIn Group available to any
member of the DAU Alumni Association. We try to
scan through relevant news, check for significant policy
updates, review key tips on DAU resources, and more to
add in that discussion forum. If you are a current DAUAA
member and are not yet a member of that resource, go
to https://linkedin.com/groups/147607, login to that site,
and select the “Ask to Join” button on the DAUAA page to
request access.

NEW FORT BELVOIR GATE HOURS
For those who do not regularly travel to Ft. Belvoir, please note that gate hours have changed. For details and FAQs,
refer to https://belvoir.armymwr.com/promos/gate-access.
• Tulley Gate: Mon-Fri 6 a.m. – 6 p.m. The Visitors’ Center, located at
Tulley Gate, follows the same schedule. Visitors will use Lieber Gate
when the Visitor Center is closed
• Lieber Gate: 24/7. All commercial vehicles must enter this gate to
access the installation.
• Pence Gate: Mon-Fri 5:30 a.m. – 9 p.m. and Sat-Sun 6 a.m. – 9 p.m.
with Exit only 24/7
• Kingman Gate: 7 days/week 6 a.m. – 6 p.m. with Exit only 6-8 p.m.
• Telegraph Gate: Mon-Fri 6 a.m. – 6 p.m.
• Walker Gate: Closed for bridge repair
• Farrar Gate: 24/7; however, special credentials required.
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Acquisition
T
rends
O
ACQUISITION TRENDS

ver the last several months, we came across
several articles of interest to the 4th Estate
acquisition community – some dealing with
acquisition topics, others with the future, about reform,
etc. While we did not have room to include them in their
entirety in this issue, we have included an introduction to
each article along with a link to the complete article. Enjoy!
Growing Technical Professionals into Leaders
The strength of the acquisition workforce has always
been the people -- especially the technical experts who
become leaders. Oftentimes, however, these technical
professionals are only provided the leadership training
they need when they are placed in leadership positions.
Waiting until this point to develop their leadership skills
is a disservice to both the acquisition professional and
the programs they lead. Recognizing that the highest
performing organizations have a culture of developing
leaders throughout their career, a leadership training
framework can be applied to the individual, team or
organization to help turn high-performing technical
subject matter experts into technical leaders. [Link to
complete article] https://www.dau.mil/library/defense-atl/
blog/Growing-Technical-Professionals-Into-Leaders

Why Program Cuts from Esper’s Pentagon-Wide Review
Could Come Sooner than Expected
U.S. Defense Secretary Mark Esper intends to implement
changes from his review of Defense Department
organizations on a rolling basis, rather than waiting until
the review process is completely finished, according to the
department’s top spokesman. Jonathan Rath Hoffman,
Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs,
said Monday that there’s “no interest” from Esper to wait
until the review is fully done or the start of the next fiscal
year to start implementing program changes, including
potential cuts. [Link to complete article] https://www.
defensenews.com/pentagon/2019/09/09/program-cutsfrom-espers-pentagon-wide-review-could-come-soonerthan-expected/
Lashley’s Laws: You Can Have Anything You Want
Published in DAU’s Defense Acquisition Magazine, we all
know – you really can’t have anything you want, either in
life or defense acquisition. His four laws explain why: (1)
You can have anything you want [but]… (2) You cannot
have everything you want [since]… (3) You decide what
you [really] want by what you are willing to give up to get it
[and, most importantly]… (4) If you are unwilling to give up
anything, what you will get is nothing that anyone would
want. [Link to complete article]
https://www.dau.edu/training/career-development/
intl-acq-mgmt/blog/International-Acquisition-andExportability-(IAandE)-and-Lashley%E2%80%99s-Laws
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DOD Increased Use of Human Capital Flexibilities But
Could Improve Monitoring
The Department of Defense (DoD) has used human
capital flexibilities extensively to hire, recruit, and retain
its civilian acquisition workforce. Since 2014, usage rates
for hiring flexibilities—alternatives to the traditional,
competitive hiring process—have generally increased.
DoD leadership has encouraged its hiring personnel to
use these flexibilities, such as direct hire authorities, to
reduce the length of the hiring process. From fiscal year
2014 to 2018, DoD used hiring flexibilities for 90 percent
of its approximately 44,000 civilian acquisition workforce
hiring actions. [Link to complete article] https://www.gao.
gov/products/GAO-19-509

Rapid Prototyping Fund is Dead
Every year, the DoD puts out a Selected Acquisition Report
for major defenseprograms. It contains the statutory
measures of performance and cost growth. Each year, the
current Program Acquisition Unit Cost (PAUC) would be
compared to the original baseline figure. That includes all
acquisition costs, event RDT&E. The PAUC growth would
then be multiplied by the total quantities currently in
the program. That figure represents the cumulative cost
growth on the program. [Link to complete article] https://
acquisitiontalk.com/2019/08/the-rapid-prototyping-fundis-dead-before-it-even-got-started/
Rickover’s Concept of Accountability Differs from GAO
I was recently at an interesting round-table discussion
where one gentleman was talking about a notional plan
to cut $1 trillion of defense spending over ten years. He
said there was interest on this subject from both the
progressive left and the deficit hawk right. But how would
you do it? I see three basic strategies for attacking the
defense budget, which I will label (1) Requirements, (2)
Optimization, and (3) Ceiling. [Link to complete article]
https://acquisitiontalk.com/2018/11/how-to-save-1-trillionon-defense-spending/
Undersecretary of Defense Lord Holds Press Briefing
on Acquisition Reform and Innovation
Our reform, acquisitions, policies, all of our efforts
directly support our National Defense Strategy and our
warfighters. … So, the A&S mission is enabling the delivery
and sustainment of secure and resilient capabilities to the
warfighter and international partners quickly and costeffectively. Under this mission are six A&S goals supported
by priorities in each. [Link to complete article] https://
www.defense.gov/Newsroom/Transcripts/Transcript/
Article/1944326/undersecretary-of-defense-lord-holdspress-briefing-on-acquisition-reform-and-i/
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RESOURCES
Fourth Estate Leadership and Talent Management Portfolio Catalog
•

https://4edacm.dau.edu/assets/4th_Estate_DACM_Leadership_and_Talent_Management_Portfolio_2020.pdf

Defense Senior Leader Development Program Update: https://www.dcpas.osd.mil/CTD/Training
Department of Defense Acculturation Course
•
•

https://www.apps.cpms.osd.mil/cpmstraining/app/training.aspx
https://www.dcpas.osd.mil/CTD

Partnership for Public Service: https://ourpublicservice.org
Department of Defense College Acquisition Internship Program (DCAIP)
•
•

https://www.dcaip2020.com
https://www.hci.mil/DoDCareers/Internship

Public-Private Talent Exchange Program: https://www.hci.mil/PPTE.html
Common Continuous Learning Cycle
•

CL Points: https://www.dau.edu/training/clc/p/Point-Credit

DAU: Micro-Credentialing: https://www.dau.edu/News/Do-You-Have-the-Skills
Acquisition: A Free Puppy [video]
•

https://media.dau.mil/media/The+Acquisition+MomentA+Free+Puppy+%28or+Why+O%26S+is+the+Major+Cost+of+a+Program%29/1_qhqk9om3

Leveling Up How We Teach: https://www.dau.edu/News/Leveling-Up-How-We-TeachDAU TEDX Event: https://www.milsuite.mil/book/groups/tedx-dau/
DACM Quota Manager: https://icatalog.dau.edu/onlinecatalog/courses.aspx
Top 10 Defense Travel Service (DTS) Tips
•
•
•

https://dtsproweb.defensetravel.osd.mil/dts-app/pubsite/all/view/
https://www.defensetravel.dod.mil/
eInvoice: http://www.cwtsatotravel.com

Defense Travel Rental Car FAQs (Part I)
•
•
•

Rental Car Agreement: http://www.defensetravel.dod.mil/Docs/CarRentalAgreement.pdf
Travel Explorer: http://www.defensetravel.dod.mil/Passport
Rental Vehicle Assistance Tool: http://www.defensetravel.dod.mil/Rental

DAU Course Prerequisites
•

https://myclass.dau.edu/bbcswebdav/institution/z_PORTAL_RESOURCES/iCatalog%20and%20SIS%20Web%20FIles/Course%20Prerequisites/
Course%20Prerequisite%20Matrix.pdf

Pricing and Contracting Legends Award: Policy Vault: https://www.acq.osd.mil/dpap/ops/policy_vault.html
Richard “Dick” Ginman Contingency Contracting Officer Excellence Award
•

Policy Vault: https://www.acq.osd.mil/dpap/ops/policy_vault.html

Defense Acquisition Award Nominees: https://www.hci.mil/what-we/do/Awards.html
Data Literacy Project Award: Performance and Resource Management
•

https://gcn.com/articles/2019/08/26/government-innovation-awards-2019.aspx

•

https://governmentinnovationawards.com/events/2019/home.aspx

DAU Alumni Association: http://www.dauaa.org
Acquisition Trends
•
•

https://www.dau.mil/library/defense-atl/blog/Growing-Technical-Professionals-Into-Leaders
https://www.defensenews.com/pentagon/2019/09/09/program-cuts-from-espers-pentagon-wide-review-could-come-sooner-than-expected/

•

https://www.dau.edu/training/career-development/intl-acq-mgmt/blog/International-Acquisition-and-Exportability-(IAandE)-and-Lashley%E2%80%99s-Laws

•
•

https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-19-509
https://acquisitiontalk.com/2019/08/the-rapid-prototyping-fund-is-dead-before-it-even-got-started/

•

https://acquisitiontalk.com/2018/11/how-to-save-1-trillion-on-defense-spending/

•

https://www.defense.gov/Newsroom/Transcripts/Transcript/Article/1944326/undersecretary-of-defense-lord-holds-press-briefing-on-acquisition-reform-and-i/

Ft. Belvoir Gate Hours: https://belvoir.armymwr.com/promos/gate-access
Web Accessibility: https://go.3playmedia.com/wbn-11-07-2019-cyberlearning?utm_source=olc
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